CLASSROOMS

Today’s classrooms need fluid spaces where students can focus independently and move freely as they engage in hands-on learning. Provide the tools for enlightenment with versatile desks, smart seating, sliding whiteboards, writable surfaces, and more.

TEAM SPACES

Huddle-up. Break it down. Create adaptable meeting areas, with built-in power and hookups, that invite collaboration while also providing privacy for more in-depth discussions.

OUTDOOR

Elevate outdoor spaces with sturdy benches, tables, chairs, message centers, and decorative planters containing elements. Provide a place the fresh air for students to learn, grow, and even find a moment of peace between classes.

ADMIN & FACULTY OFFICES

Invite a productive exchange of ideas behind the scenes. Flexible seating, filing, and work-surface solutions provide engaging common areas while elegant furnishings personalize private offices.

CAFÉ & DINING

Make refueling about more than just food and coffee. Design multi-use dining spaces with stylish bars, lounge chairs, counters and tables that double as work surfaces; clean, easy solutions for technological integrations.

LIBRARIES

Today’s libraries and media centers are versatile and functional. Think wall-mounted tables with screen integrations, nesting tables on casters, and modular collections designed for sitting, standing, perching—the freedom to move and think at the same time.

OUTDOOR

Elevate outdoor spaces with sturdy benches, tables, chairs, message centers, and decorative planters containing elements. Provide a place the fresh air for students to learn, grow, and even find a moment of peace between classes.